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General Directions
1. Write your EXAMINATION NUMBER in this space:
2. WRITE ALL ANSWERS INTO THIS ANSWER BOOK.
THERE ARE TWO SECTIONS IN THIS EXAMINATION

For the Superintendent only

Centre Stamp

Section One: Listening Comprehension
All questions must be answered.
Section Two: Reading Comprehension and Written Exercise
All questions must be answered.
Question

Mark
Section 1

Mark
Section 2

1

For the Examiner only

2
3

1.

Total of end of page totals.

4

2.

Aggregate total of all disallowed questions.

5

3.

Total mark awarded (1 minus 2)

4.

Bonus mark for answering through Irish
(if applicable).

6
7
8

5.

9
10
Sub Total
Total
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+

Total mark awarded if Irish Bonus.
(3 + 4)
Note: The mark in row 3 (or row 5 if an Irish bonus is
awarded) must equal the mark in the Mór-Iomlán
(Total) box on the marking grid.

Section 1 - Listening Comprehension
(20 minutes, 35 marks)
1.

Introducing yourself
You will hear each person introducing themselves twice. Listen to them and fill in the information
about them in the table.
NAME

MIA

JAN

LILLI

AGE
CITY
(6 marks)

2.

First Conversation
Emmas Telephone Number
Stefan asks Emma for her home telephone number. You will hear the conversation twice.
Tick () the correct telephone number.
Emma’s telephone number

63 02 83



86 12 42



93 12 38



Second Conversation
Leon’s Telephone Number
Paula asks Leon for his telephone number. You will hear the conversation twice.
Tick () the correct telephone number.
Leon’s telephone number

75 95 67



45 51 76



64 15 77


(2 marks)
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3.

Likes and Dislikes
Lina describes her likes and dislikes. Listen to the conversation and indicate with a tick () whether
Lina likes or dislikes the items listed. You will hear the conversation twice.
LIKES
WATCHING TELEVISION

DISLIKES



READING
SHOPPING
PLAYING GUITAR
DISCO
SPORT
(5 marks)

4.

At the Sausage Stall / In the Café
(a)

At the Sausage Stall
Max orders a snack. Listen to his order and tick () the box beside the correct order.
You will hear the conversation twice.
Max orders:

(b)



A frankfurter and a large portion of chips



A kebab and a large portion of chips



In the Café
Jana orders drinks in a café. Listen to her order and tick () the box beside the correct order.
You will hear the conversation twice.
Jana orders:

(c)

A hamburger and a small portion of chips

A pot of coffee with cream



A glass of mineral water and a cup of coffee



A pot of coffee and a hot chocolate



The bill, please!
Jana pays for her drinks. Listen to the conversation and tick () the correct bill. You will
hear the conversation twice.
Jana’s bill is:
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€ 5,50



€ 6,50



€ 4,50



(3 marks)

5.

Asking for Directions
Listen to the following people asking for directions. Write down where the person wants to go and
tick () the box beside the correct directions. You will hear each conversation twice.
Answer in English.
(a)

First Conversation
Where does the speaker wish to go? _________________________________________

(b)

The directions are:
Go straight on and take the second street to the right



Go straight on and take the first street to the right



Go straight on and take the second street to the left



Second Conversation
Where does the speaker wish to go? _________________________________________

6.

The directions are:
Take the second street to the right and turn left



Take the first street to the right and continue straight on



Take the second street to the left and then turn right


(4 marks)

At the Train Station
Tim is buying a ticket for a train journey. Listen to his conversation at the ticket counter and
fill in the information on the grid below. You will hear the conversation twice.
DESTINATION
DEPARTURE TIME
TYPE OF TICKET

One way



Return



COST OF TICKET
PLATFORM NUMBER
(5 marks)
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7.

At the Post Office
Listen to Lara who is at the Post Office and answer the three questions below. You will hear the
conversation twice. Answer in English.
(a)

To which country is Lara sending a letter?
________________________________________________________________________

(b)

How much does the stamp for the letter cost Lara?
________________________________________________________________________

(c)

What else does Lara want to buy?
________________________________________________________________________
(3 marks)

8.

Making a Reservation
Listen to the telephone conversation and answer the questions which follow. The conversation will
be played three times, the second time with pauses. Answer in English.
(a)

How long does the person wish to stay?
________________________________________________________________________

(b)

(c)

What type of room does the person book? Tick () the correct answer.
A double room with a cot



A single room with a balcony



A double room with a shower



What meal is included in the price?
________________________________________________________________________

(d)

What is the person’s surname? Tick () the correct answer.
KAISER



KRAUS



KELLER


(4 marks)
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9.

At the Tourist Office
Walter is at the Tourist Office in Heidelberg and is looking for information about three of the items
listed below. Listen to the conversation and tick () the three correct answers. You will hear the
conversation twice.
Walter would like information about:
Golf Courses



Castle



Museum



Swimming Pool



Restaurants



Cafés


(3 marks)
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Section 2 - Reading Comprehension and Written Exercise
(40 minutes, 30 marks)
1.

(a)

You are looking for the vegetables in the supermarket. Which of the following signs would
you look for? Rewrite the chosen word.
A.

GEMÜSE

B.

BROT

C.

OBST
______________________________________________________

(b)

You want to eat an ice-cream. Which of the following signs would you look for? Rewrite
the chosen word.
A.

KUNSTGALERIE

B.

EISCAFÉ

C.

METZGEREI
______________________________________________________

(c)

You are looking for a multi-storey car park. Which of the following signs would you look
for? Rewrite the chosen word.
A.

BAHNHOF

B.

KINO

C.

PARKHAUS
______________________________________________________

(d)

You are collecting a friend from the airport and are looking for arrivals. Which of the
following signs would you look for? Rewrite the chosen word.
A.

EINGANG

B.

AUSKUNFT

C.

ANKUNFT
______________________________________________________

(e)

You are looking for the stadium. Which of the following signs would you look for? Rewrite
the chosen word.
A.

JUGENDZENTRUM

B.

STADION

C.

KRANKENHAUS
___________________________________________________________
(5 marks)
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2.

Read through the menu and answer the following questions in English.

Auerstein Restaurant

D-69121 Heidelberg

Tel. 06221/25396

VORSPEISEN
Nudelsalat

€ 3.50

Tomatensalat

€ 3.50

Thai-Curry-Suppe

€ 2.80

Gemüsesuppe

€ 3.60

HAUPTGERICHTE
Rumpsteak mit Pfeffersoße und Röstkartoffeln
Wiener Schnitzel mit Bratkartoffeln
Lachsfilet auf Reis

Hähnchen mit Currysoße und Pommes Frites

€ 15.50

€ 8.00

€ 12.50

€ 11.30

NACHSPEISEN
Schokoladenfudge mit Vanillesoße

€ 3.50

Obstsalat

€ 4.50

Gemischtes Eis
Käsekuchen

€ 3.50

€ 4,00

Bedienung und Mehrwertsteuer sind inklusive

(a)

Write down in German your chosen starter and translate into English what you have chosen.
Starter (in German): _____________________________________________________________
Translation: ___________________________________________________________________

(b)

Write down in German your chosen main course and translate into English what you have chosen.
Main course (in German): _________________________________________________________
Translation: ___________________________________________________________________

(c)

Write down in German your chosen desert and translate into English what you have chosen.
Dessert (in German): _____________________________________________________________
Translation: ___________________________________________________________________

(d)

Is service charge included in the price? ______________________________________________
(4 marks)
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3.

Read through the following advertisement and answer the questions in English.

(a)

How far is it to the nearest beach from this campsite?
_______________________________________________________________________________

(b)

How far is it to the nearest shop?
_______________________________________________________________________________

(c)

Name one language spoken at the campsite apart from German.
_______________________________________________________________________________

(d)

The campsite is suitable for smokers and non smokers.

True

False

(4 Marks)
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4.

Read the following advertisement and answer the questions in English.

Entdecken Sie München ...
mit dem Fahrrad
Willkommen bei Radius Tours, dem Spezialisten für individuell zusammengestellte Touren, mit
einem preisgünstigen Fahrradverleih, mitten im Münchner Hauptbahnhof gelegen.
Seit nunmehr 20 Jahren sind wir auch die Nummer Eins für Touren in München und Bayern.
Lernen Sie uns kennen und entdecken Sie mit uns München und Bayern ...

Tourenzeiten 2012
1. April 2012 - 15. Okt. 2012 Samstag & Sonntag um 10.30 Uhr

Dauer:

ungefähr 3 Stunden

€19,50 inkl. Leihrad (14, 50 mit eigenem Rad)
Preis:
Treffpunkt: Radius Tours Büro, im Hauptbahnhof, gleich gegenüber von Gleis 32-34

(a)

On which two days of the week do the city cycle tours take place?
_______________________________________________________________________________

(b)

How long does a tour last?
_______________________________________________________________________________

(c)

How much does a tour cost including bicycle hire?
_______________________________________________________________________________

(d)

In which building in Münich is the meeting point for the tours?
_______________________________________________________________________________
(4 marks)
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5.

Read through the following advertisement and answer the questions in English.

(a)

What kind of food is served in this restaurant?
_______________________________________________________________________________

(b)

It is possible to get a hot meal from the kitchen at 15:00 hrs.
True

(c)

False

How can you make contact with this restaurant? Mention two ways.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
(3 marks)
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6.

Maria Dwyer is living in Germany and wants to register for a language course.
She lives at Friedensplatz 1, 44135 Dortmund. Her telephone number is 0231/572217.
She was born on 16th May 1993.
Fill in the registration form below in German for Maria
NACHNAME:
VORNAME:
TELEFONNUMMER:
ADRESSE:

GEBURTSDATUM:
UNTERSCHRIFT:

Maria Dwyer
(5 marks)

7.

Read the following short passage and fill in the blanks from the words given below.
Guten Tag! Ich ___________________ Melanie und ich wohne in ____________________.
Ich gehe in die Marienschule. Mein Lieblingsfach ist ___________________. Ich habe einen
___________________ . Er heißt Peter. Er ist jünger als ich. In meiner Freizeit spiele ich gern
___________________. Das ist mein Lieblingssport.

Bremen

Englisch

Basketball

heiße

Bruder

(5 marks)

END
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